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BECOMING A MEMBER
For more details, please visit our website:

www.rrcmdo.ca
Contact information
Scientific coordinator – CMDO
Endocrinology Division
Université de Sherbrooke
3001, 12th Avenue North
Sherbrooke, Qc
J1H 5N4

Telephone: 819 346-1110 ext. 12703
Fax: 819 564-5292
info@rrcmdo.ca

FUNDING PROGRAMS
Inter-center initiatives
National and international initiatives
Prize awarded for presenting at a 
science-based events in Quebec
Funding to cover the expenses of
out-of-province invited speakers
Young scientist award

TRAINING
Training camp for our student members
Institut de cardiométabolisme et de nutrition 
Conference Series (Paris)

SCIENTIFIC EVENTS
Scientific exchanges week destined to resear-
chers and health care professional members
International Conference on Abdominal 
Obesity/CMDO Networkʼs partner

THE NETWORKʼS ACTIVITIES
Clinical research project posting/Recruitment
Interactive research networking tool
Posting of information related to provincial
or international scientific events, employ-
ment/academic offers for professionals and 
students and resources for scientists

AT OUR MEMBERSʼ SERVICE

Over 750 members

Students, postdoctoral 
fellows and residents

Regular members

Associate members 
and invitees

Research professionals



WHO WE ARE?

MISSION

THE CMDO NETWORKʼS 
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
To promote, establish and strengthen 
collaborations between the teams 
involved in the network's three 
research themes through meetings 
and scientific exchanges.We are one of the most recent theme 

networks funded by the Fonds de 
recherche Québec en santé. Our 
network brings together more than 
120 research teams working across 
more than 30 institutions in Quebec.

This network funds projects considered most 
relevant not only to our member researchers, 
but also to the patients suffering from cardiome-
tabolic illnesses, research institutions, and our 
partners. Another guiding principle of this 
network is the convergence of its objectives and 
investments across multiple levels permitting the 
network to support projects with high potential 
for scientific impact. Finally, the network aims to 
establish international partnerships attracting 
scientific collaborations, technological transfers, 
as well as investments from outside of Quebec.

We aim to bring together previously unconnec-
ted, leading-edge scientific and clinical experts, 
provide solid support for existing and future 
infrastructure, and develop large, multicentre 
patient cohorts. Consequently, the CMDO 
network meets the criteria of the Ministry of 
Health and Social Services' Policy for health and 
well-being.

The CMDO Networkʼs mission is to 
conduct research on cardiometabolic 
health, diabetes and obesity, widely 
diffuse its results and ensure the 
findings are used to promote the health 
and quality of life of Quebec citizens.

To increase Quebec's capacity 
to recruit and retain successful 
researchers.

To facilitate the establishment 
of international partnerships.

To promote the transfer of 
knowledge.

To ensure that members have timely 
access to specialized platforms and 
communal services.

To prioritize training for the new 
generation of scientists. HARNESSING OUR 

NETWORKʼS STRENGTH


